Forward Lean – Deriving Motion Illustrations from Video
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Figure 1: We extract a moving ambulance and its motion parameters from a video sequence (a). (b) Forward lean effectively represents
the motion of the ambulance in a static motion illustration. (c) A stylized illustration showing motion with a cartoon look.
Introduction
Forward lean, aka affine shear, is a depiction technique that
illustrates a moving object by shearing its image into the direction
of its motion, so that the object resembles a leaning person
overcoming inertia at the start of locomotion or fighting wind
resistance [Thomas and Johnson 1995]. Traditionally, artist use
forward lean to effectively represent the motion of an object in
static images, e.g. in posters or in comic strips [Cutting 2002].
We detect and extract moving objects and their motion direction
from a video sequence and then apply forward lean to the
extracted object in order to illustrate the objects’ motions in a
single static image.
Extracting Motion from Video
We detect moving objects in a video sequence using background
subtraction. We determine a reasonable still reference image IR
using median filtering in the time domain by sorting the pixels’
intensity values over all frames Ij∈{1,..,N} of the video sequence at
each pixel location (x,y) and choosing their medians. As a result,
IR shows at each pixel location the color that most frequently
appears during the video sequence or comes closest to it. For
background subtraction we apply a threshold value to the
Euclidean distance between a pixel’s color value in CIElab-space
at (x,y) in the image Ij and the according color value in IR:
⎧ I ( x, y ), I j ( x, y ) − I R ( x, y ) > threshold
M j ( x, y ) = ⎨ j
otherwise
⎩ 0

The resulting mask Mj maintains the image data of the objects in
motion and shows reduced temporal noise (depending on the
threshold value used).
We select two consecutive frames Ii and Ii+1 that contain at least
one object in motion. We either define i manually (for artistic
reasons) or compute i automatically by choosing a frame that
deviates from IR significantly (Fig. 1a). We then apply
background subtraction to Ii and Ii+1 to obtain the two masks Mi
and Mi+1. We remove outliers in these masks (e.g., leaves blowing
in the wind) by discarding those regions whose bounding box area
is beyond a given threshold.
In order to extract the motion direction of the objects we compute
optical flow using feature points in both masks. In this way, we 1)
determine the two regions that correspond to one another in Mi
and Mi+1 and we 2) compute the objects’ principle motion
direction by averaging the vectors between feature points.

Generating Motion Illustration
Generating a motion illustration requires a background image IB
onto which to paste the sheared object. Because IR results from
median filtering it does not necessarily show the actual colors of
the frames. We thus choose a frame from the sequence of frames
that most closely matches IR:
I B = {I j : ∑ I j ( x, y) − I R ( x, y) ≤ ∑ I k ( x, y) − I R ( x, y) , ∀k ∈{1,.., N }}
x, y

x, y

Then, we apply a perspective warp matrix to the image Mi+1 that
shears the object along its direction of motion and tapers its rear
end slightly so that the object appears to lean forward.
Compositing the warped image data with the background finally
illustrates the object’s motion in a static image. Figure 1b shows
the resulting motion illustration derived from a video sequence.
Stylization
Since motion illustrations frequently appear in comic strips we
optionally apply cartoon-like abstractions in the style of
Winnemöller et al. [2006] (Fig. 1c).
In order to further enhance the locomotion we enrich forward lean
illustrations with motion lines by placing artistic strokes in image
space along feature points that indicate the direction of motion.
Conclusion and Future Work
Our forward lean illustration method produces plausible and
convincing motion depictions of objects whose motion direction
is perpendicular to the viewing direction (cp. supplemental video).
However, perspective motion directions require a more thorough
treatment.
In future work, and we aim at illustrating anticipation [Thomas
and Johnson 1995] in a static image by considering the object’s
velocity and acceleration.
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